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Everybody talk about
”brave leaders who take action for 

sustainable change”

- what skills are we looking for?  

Mention three skills! 



Learning outcomes for the 
leadership program

I can lead large scale change in 

complex systems 

I have a network which gives me

support, strength and inspiration

I have methods and tools to use in  

the transformation

I involve the public in the transformation

and ”we make it happen together” (co-production)

I am a person who influence other

I know who the other important

keypersons are in my context

I am committed and going to hold

on and hold out (sustainability)



Which of these skills is the most
challenging for senior managers? 

I can lead large scale change in 

complex systems 

I have a network which gives me

support, strength and inspiration

I have methods and tools to use in  

the transformation

I involve the public in the transformation

and ”we make it happen together” (co-production)

I am a person who influence other

I know who the other important

keypersons are in my context

I am committed and going to hold

on and hold out (sustainability)



Name:

Organisation:

Title:

Role in the transformation:

Our three biggest challenges in the transformation?

Our three best opportunities in the transformation?

I know the other important keypersons

in my context

I have methods and tools to 

use for  the transformation

I am a person who 

influence other

I can lead large scale change

in complex systems 

I involve the public in the 

transformation and ”we make it 

happen together” (co-production)

In which phase of the reform/transformation are we? 

Self-assesment during the program

I have a network

who gives me

support, strength

and inspiration



1. Take action to organize and prepare for transformation
Content: Why change? Vision for change, målbild, approaches for managing complex systems, co-production

2. Take action for transformation
Content: Methods to understand needs and leading large scale change, find influencer, chunking, user driven 

development

3. Take action to continue and sustain the transformation
Content: Economic system, law challenges, e-health, HR, driverdiagram

Three seminars
with assignments



Our learnings for a successful
leadership program

Create a safe arena –it´s ok to not have all the answers, no social media

Create an arena of diverse leaders - directors of primary care, social care, hospital, economics, 

improvement and HR-managers, communications

Strive to think new thoughts together

Encourage participants to get out of their orbit

Stress people to take action - let go and just do it

Have fun together –we improved songlyrics



Energized and prepared to lead transformational change
- brave leaders that take action for sustainable change

We think it’s you! 


